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IINTRODUCTION
Within the last ten years George Orwell has emerged as
one of the most significant and provocative writers of our oen-
tury. This eminence is due largely to his major political novels,
Animal Farm and Nineteen Eighty-Four, both published between the
end of World War II and the author's death in 1950, at the age
of forty-seven. Their trenohant criticism of totalitarian govern-
ment had an immediate impact on a reading public disturbed by
oommunist expansion and the Cold War and the trend toward statism
in even the free countries. These books enjoyed--and continue to
enjoy--critical acclaim and commercial sucoesso They are the
works by which Orwell is chiefly known, through which his in-
fluence has been strongly felt. They have also sold more copies
than all his previous literary produotions put together. Some
of their terms and expressions are commonplace: "Newspeak,"
"vaporize,1I "Big Brother is watching you," tlAllanimals are
equal but some animals are more equal than others."
The strong, general appeal of Orwell's last two novels is
not hard to understand. They combine urgent topical interest with
undeniable artistio expression. Animal Farm, a brilliant satire
on the Russian Revolution and its aftermath, has often been com-
pared with the work of Jonathan Swift, while the powerful de-
piction of the police state of Nineteen Eighty-Four haunts al-
most every reader long after he closes his book. Nevertheless,
even the admirer of these novels must regret that their popularity
has obscured orwell's other writings. ~fuat is more serious, it
has tended to focUS attention on his preoccupation with the
menace of totalitarianism, to the exclusion of other subjects
-"""'~--rncr'7tZ=n
whioh greatly oonoerned him. The result is tha.tmany important
aspeots of orwell's thought have been inadequately discussed.
Among these is his literary oritioism.
This defioiency I hope in part to remedy- The aim of
this essay is to examine George Orwell's views on some problems
of the writer in oontemporary society. It is a matter to which
he devoted considerable attention throughout his oareer. His
basio ideas, of course, are present and implicit in Nineteen
EightI-Foy£, but for the fullest treatment we must turn to his
oritical essays and several of the works published in the 1930's--
notably Kee2.~ Aspidistr@:.Flying and Homage 1Q. Catalonia.
orwell is painfully aware of almost all the difficulties
under which the present day writer labors. These range from the
squalid reality of poverty (espeoially true in his own case) to
a serious uncertainty over the nature and purpose of literature.
However, four problems seem to stick in his mind and he returns
to them continually- They are (1) the diffioulty of maintaining
one's intellectual and artistiointegrity in a world whioh in-
creasingly threatens personal freedom; (2) the neoessity of
finding a balanoe between the claims of art and those of propa-
ganda in literary works; (3) the steady deterioration of the
English language under political and social pressures; and
finally (4) the hardships which the writer is oompelled to suffer
if he tries to support himself solely by his writing.
Before we oonsider orwell'S remarks on these questions,
a word of oaution should be sounded. The topiCS just mentioned
indicate the essential nature and limitations of his critioism.
It is not ....'hatwe generally oall "aesthetio.1I He has little
interest in literary artistry or teohnique. Indeed he is aotually
3 ~, a";",s,,f'Ttt_
hostile to purely aesthetic criticism. In his essay on Dickens
he is inclined to dismiss it as either useless or dishonest. "As
a rule,lI he observes, "aesthetic preference is either something
inexplicable or it is so corrupted by non-aesthetic motives as
to make one wonder whether the whole of literary criticism is
1
not a huge network of humbug." According.to Orwell, one may
consider a book "goodll because he enjoyed reading it in childhood
2and now enjoys reliving the memories the book incidentally recallso
On the other hand, one may pronounce a book IIbad"because one's
political or moral disagreement with it prevents his seeing any
aesthetic merit in it.
I~ a book angers, wounds or alarms you, then you will not
enjoy it, whatever its merits may be. If it seems to you
a really pernicious book, likely to influence other people
in some undesirable way,. then you will probably construct
an aesthetic theory to show that it has no merits. Ourrent
literary criticism consists quite largely of this kind of
dodging to and fro between two sets of standards.3
Orwell also finds the language of aesthetic criticism frequently
meaningless. For example, he rejects Tolstoy's requirements for
a work of art--dignity of subject matter, sincerity, good crafts-
manship--as ultimately of no value to the critic because the
terms are vague and capable of almost any interpretation. Be-
cause of the vague terms employed, Orwell believes it is virtually
impossible to answer the Russian novelist's absurd attack on
4
Shakespeare. The subjective nature of literary evaluation, the
difficulty of describing aesthetic feelings--these undoubtedly
1George Orwell, "Charles Dickens,1I Oritical Essa;ys
(London: Seeker and Warburg, 1951), p. 45.
2Ibid., p , 46.
3-
George Orwell, "Politics vs. Literature: an Examination
of' 'Gulliver IS Travels, III Shooting ~ Elephant and.Other Essays,
(Ne\,lYork: Haroourt, Brace and Company, 1950 ~, pp. 72-73.
4"Lear, Tolstoy and the Fool,1I Shootin5 !!!! Elephant ~
Other Essays, p. 360
ccntribute to.Or\,/ell'sdistrust of' literary criticism.
If Orwell has any test cf literary merit, it is the sur-
vival of a werk cf art. Aesthetic criteria are uncertain; they
cannct be fruitfully.empleyed. But the pewer ef a werk to.retain
pcpular faver ever a leng peried ef time isdemenstrative. Endur-
ance is an indicaticn ef success and pre-eminence. Thus Orwell
reminds readers that "there are no.rules in nevel-\l.rrit ng, and fer
any werk ef art there is cnly ene test werth bethering abeut--aur-
1vival.1I Similarly he writes, "There is no. argument by which cne
can defend a pcem. It defends itself by surviving, 0.1' it is inde-
2fensible.1I orwell even gees so.far as to.deny there is evidence
to. shew that Shakespeare is "geed" 0.1' Warwick Deeping "bad."
"Ultimately there is no.test cf literary merit except survival,
3
which is itself an index to.majerity epinien." orwell frankly
admits
t
hewever, that net enly de great werks cf acknewledged
value pasS his test ef survival, but that a great bedy ef artis-
tically infericr literature also.passes. This censideraticn, I
think, explains his preeccupaticn with pepular culture and what
he calls "geed bad becks"_-Uthe kind ef beek that has no. literary
pretentiens but which remains readable when mere serieus preductiens
4have perished.1I Shakespeare and Dickens survive the passing ef
time; but, fer dlfferentreasens, so.de the werks ef Rudyard Kipling
l"Ohar19s Dickens," griticaj. Essays, p. 54.
2uLear, Telstey and the Feel," Sheeting !ill Elephant !!!!9:.
Other Essays, p. 52.
3Ibid., p- 36.
4;;;;;;".;0;--"Geed Bad BeckS," '§peeting !!!1 Elepnant and Other Essays,
p. 182. Aotually Orwell borrowed the term good bad booke
w
~rom
G. K. Chesterten (p. 182).
and Harriet Beecher stowe's Uncle Tom's Oabin. Orwell 1s also
impressed by the vitality of music hall songs, doggerel., and
ludicrous novels. Behind his appeal to time and his interest
in minor literature lies a protest against critioal apparatus.
This is apparent in his remarks on sophisticated, complex literary
works to which most criticism seems devoted. Thus he writes,
"•••I would baok Uncle .Tomls Oabin to outlive the complete works
of Virginia Woolf or George Moore, though I know of no strictly1
literary test .which would shoW where the superiority lies." Who
has worn better, he asks rhetorically, Oonan Doyle or Meredith?
Elsewhere he observes that Trollope, a less intelligent man than2
Oarlyle, continues to be popular while Oarlyle is not. Equally
significant is thiS comment on Kipling:
:Ltis no use pretending that Kipling's view of'life, as
a whole, can be accepted or even forgiven by any civilised
person ••••Kipling !.! a jingoimperlalist, he II morally
insensitive and aesthetically disgusting. It is better
to start by admitting that, and then to try to find out
whY it is that he survives while the refined people who
have sniggered at him seem to wear so badly.3
All these examples support ~rwell's dictum: tI ••• art is not the
Same thing as cerebration." He feels that "there is such a
thing as sheer sk.ill, or native grace, which may have more Bur-5
vival value than erudition or intellectual power." These
qualities are often present in light literature, popular litera-
ture. They are,often overlooked by seriouS critics.
1 .'
Ibid., p. 186.
=--. 3"Rudyard Kipling," Oritica.lgssa.ys, p ,
4 .'"Good Bad Books," §hooting .!!:!1 Elephant
2Ibid., p , 185.
112.
and Other Essays,
p. 185.
5Ibi~., pp. 185-86•
6Closely related to orwell's distrust of aesthetic criti-
cism is his refusal to excuse on aesthetic grounds works that
are morally offensive. He does not believe that art is funda-
mentally different from life. The artist is to be judged by
the same standards as other human beings. His beautiful creations
do not justify contempt for common decencies. In an essay on
Salvador Dali he attacks those who argue that the artist and his
work are above morality.
It will be seen that what the defenders of Dali
are claiming is a kind of benefit 2! cle~gl· The artist
is to be exempt from the moral laws that are binding on
ordinary people. Just pronounce the magiC word 'Art',
and everything is O.K. Rotting corpses with snails
cra\11ing over them are O.K.; kicking *ittle girls on
the head is O.K.; even a film like L~Age d'Or is O.K.
It is also O.K. that Dali should batten on France for
years and then scuttle off like a rat as soon as France
is in danger. So long as you can paint w~ll enough to
pass the test. all shall be forgiven you.~
Orwell Suggests that one should be able to believe simultaneously
that Dali is lIagood draughtsman and a disgusting human being,"
and be able to say, "This is a good book or a good picture, and2
it ought to be burned by the public hangman." One danger of
aesthetic or technical criticism is that it frequently bypasses
the moral defects of the artist.
Orwell'S bias is r~flected not only in the writers and
works he chooses to discUSS, but also in those he ignores. In
all his literary criticism he considers only four major authors:
Shakespeare, Swift, Dickens, and yeats. Even so, his remarks
on Shakespeare are largely incidental, designed to answer Tolstoy's
particular criticism of King Lea~. Orwell shows little or no
(
1"BEmefit of Clergy: Some Notes on Salvador Dali til
Critical Essay~, pp. 142-43.
2Ibid., pp. 143-44.----
interest in Spenser, Milton, the neoolassioal and romantio 0 tpes.
He does not deal with the English novelists (exoept Diokens) and
the English dramatists (exoept Shakespeare). He has little ouri-
osity about Amerioan and continental literature. Undoubtedly
these l1mitationsin subject matter are partly due to the faot
that most of orwell's literary oriticism oonsists of oooasional
pieoes, like book reviews, where his topios are determined by
external factors. However, one cannot help feeling that he 1s
attracted to certain writers, works, and subjeots beoause they
make possible the kind of literary criticism in which he believes
and in which he is profioient.
The orientation of orwell's literary criticism is not
aesthetiC, but political and sociological. He is not concerned
with literary fonnor technique as such. What primarily interests
him is the intellectual content of literature and its relationship
to the environment ~n which literature is produced and read. More
often than not he discusses the ideas and attitudes of the author
merely in terms of their consequence for society. Obviously from
such a critiC one should not expect sensitive observations on
l1terary craftsmanshiP--the inf3ights of Henry J.ames or T. S.
Eliot. It is generallY conceded that orwell is more successful
dealing with bOYs' weeklies and crime stories and even the work
of Kipling and Henry Miller (where his limitations may actually
be an asset) than the geniUS of Shakespeare or Yeats. Even in
so remarkable an essay as his study of Dickens. his chief interest
is in the novelist's basiC conservatism on social questions and
the way it is reflected in varioUS works. Orwell treats litera-
ture as an index to what a writer or his audience thinks, and
also to what their particular sooiety values. However, we should
not ignore the virtues of such criticism. By concentrating
his attention on the social context of literature, Orwell is
able to explore real and immediate problems of the writer
which the aesthetician or formal critic usually ignores. More-
over, it gives his criticism an earthy, frank, and unpretentiouB
quality. Orwell attacks literary problems as a man of superior
intelligence and extraordinary common sense. He does not know
or refuses to use the fashionable literary terminology or jargon
so often employed by writers on literature. Orwell's approach
to literature may strike some readers as crude and even simple-
minded.
But to others it may recommend itself for its independence,
vigor, and utter absence of humbug.
II
INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM
According to orwell, the most important condition nec-
essary to a writer is intelleotual freedom. Without freedom, he
argues, a writer cannot create sign1ficant, worth-wh1le l1tera-
ture. Good bookS are not written by people who will not or dare
not say what they truly think or feel. There are many imped1-
ments to free expression, but orwell is ohiefly concerned with
two: state control or domination of the writer. and the writer'.
blind, single-minded allegianOe to a party or cause.
Orwell takes issue with those who maintain that a good
writer can work under BIIYpolitical Aond1tions. They do not
literatur
e is and'wby it exists. They imagine
understand what
I'·
that
a wr1ter is simply a resourcefUl entertainer or a paid
a P
osition (or several posit1ons) on any
who can aasumehack
subject readily and indifferently. For Orwell literature is
not a frivolous or disinterested activity- Basic to his argu-
ment is a conception of the function of literature. I.tis set
forth, characteristically, in an essay entitled liThePrevention
of Literature"--his most extended reply to "the enemies of in-
tellectual liberty." "Above a quite low level." he writes,
tlliterature is an attempt to influence the viewpoint of onels1
contemporaries by recording experience." Because of this pur-
pose every sensitive writer, from journalist to poet, must be
affected by lack of freedomo The journalist is forced to tell
lies or suppress newS. Similarly, the imaginative artist must
suppress or lie about hiS subjective feelings. Such practices
are incompatible with literary production. The artist "may
distort and caricature reality in order to make his meaning
clearer, but he cannot misrepresent the scenery of his own mind:
he cannot say with any conviction that he likes what he dislikes,
2
or believes what he disbelieves." To attempt to do so is to
pervert the very nature of art, to dry up the creative faculties.
Nor can the writer simply skirt controversial topics. Just one
taboo or inhibition, orwell insists, can oripp1e the mind beoause
"there is alwayS the danger that any thought whioh is freely3
fOllowed up may lead to the forbidden thoughto"
The greatest danger to the freedom of the writer is totali-
.tarianism. orwell takes a dim view of the writing produced under
diotatorships- Thought oontrol invariably leads to fear, ooward-
ice, and intellectual dishonesty. Oppressive governments are
,r:
I,.
"
"
I"~
,"
I
I'
~i'
I·
1"The prevention
Other Es~ayB, p. 1120
2 .Ibid., p. 112.~
of Literature," Shootine; ~ Elephant and
3Ibid., p , 113.
particularly deadly to the prose writer, for he "oannot narrow
the range of his thoughts withOut kUling his inventiveness."
1
Orwell oites the disappearanoe of German and Italian literature
during the regimes of Hitler and Mussolini, and the marked de-
terioration of Russian literature since the Revolution.. liThe
fact i8," he observes, "that certain themes cannot be celebrated
2
in words, andtyraIlIlY is one of them." Conversely, prose litera-
ture has reached its greatest heights during times of democracy
and free speoulation.. The reason for this is olear to Orwell:
"To write in plain, vigorOUS language one has to think fearless-
ly, and if one thinks fearlesslY one cannot be politically ortho-
3
dox ;" In an essay on Henry Miller, orwell again discusses the
ossifying effects of totalitarianism on the creative writer. He
feels that pro_communist sentiment was responsible for the dearth
of good novels in the West in the 1930's. The majority of writ-
ers were involved in "propaganda oampaigns" and "squalid contro-
versies." "It was a time of labels, slogans, and evasions. At
the worst moments you were expected to lock yourself up in a
constipating little cage of lies; at the best a sort of voluntary
censorship ('ought I to say thiS? Is it pro-fascist?') was at
'IOrk in nearly everyone's mind." such a mental climate was
inimical to art. "Good novelS are not written by orthodoxy-
sniffers, nor bY people whO are conscience-stricken about their
own unorthodoXY·
4
frightene..9:..11
Good novelS are written by people who are not-
It is not surprising that Orwell should specifi-
2
1Ibicl.,
3Ibiq. ,
4George
(New york:
p. 116.
Ibid., p, 117.
p. 114.
orwell, "Inside the Whale, II Suoh, ~ ~ the
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1953), p. 188.---
cally associate the novel with rationalism, free enquiry_ and
1
belief in the autonomous individual.
As barren as the literature of the 1930IS ",as,Or\'lell
is particularly disturbed by that which the future promises.
He sees an age of totalitarian dictatorships, where creative
activity will be rigidly controlled by the state, denuded of
its vitality, and eventually eliminated.
The autonomous individual is going to be stamped out of
existence. But thiS means that literature, in the form
in.,.,hichwe Imow it, must suffer at least a temporary
death. The literature of liberalism is coming to an
end and the literature of totalitarianism has not yet
appeared and is barely imaginable. AS for the writer,
he 1s sitting on a melting iceberg; he is merely an
anachronism, a. hangover from the bourgeois age, as surely
doomed as the hiPpopotamus.2
Withou~ spontaneity literary creation is impossible. The literary
imagination, like some wild animals, will not breed in captivity.
In the future literature will be divorced from intellectual hon-
3
esty and genuine emotion, and will perish.
In Nineteen EightI-Four orwell depicts a society without
intellectual liberty and consequently without real literature.
A creative writer, as we know the term, is not permitted to
exist in oceania. However, a clever writer like Winston Smith
is useful to the Party. He is employed by the state to invent
lies about current history and to falsify the recorda of the
past. He is by no means to write what seems the truth to him.
He is permitted, even encouraged, to create fanciful and expedient
"fiction" like his history of Oomrade Ogilvy, described as a
1Ibid., p. 197. See also "The Prevention of Literature,"
Shooting ~ ~ephan~ and Othe~ ~ssaYs, p. 117.
- 2"Inside the Whale, It Such, Such ~ ~ JOls, p , 197.'
3"The Prevention of L1terature," Shootins !!:!1 Elephant
and other.gsaI~' p- 121.
.ll::
dedicated, fearless hero of the Party, but entirely the product
of Winston's mind.. Oomrade Ogilvy never existed, but the readers
of Oceania would never know that. No novels are written in the
ordinary sense in this society. They are produced by machinery.
Winston IS sl'Teetheart,Julia, works in a department of the govern-
ment responsible for such works. There are about six standard
plots which can be altered by putting the maohinery together
differently. The great literature of the past is in the prooess
of being translated into Newspeak, an artificial, state-oreated
language designed to piok it olean of ideas offensive to the
ruling power.
ThiS is what oould happen when freedom is orushed by
authority. Orwell peroeives the approaoh of the terrifying at-
mosphere of 1984. In the vanguard of totalitarianism he finds
those writers who have slavishly followed a party line. England
is not a police state, but dangers to intelleotual freedom are
present everywhere: monopolies of the press, radio, and film,
the unwillingness of the publio to buy books, government employ-
ment of writers. However, the most serious threat, acoording to
Orwell, comes from intellectuals sympathetio to totalitarian aims
and practices •
•••in England the immediate enemies of truthfulness,
and hence of freedom of thought, are the :Press lords.
the',f11m magnates~ and the bureaucrats, but •••on a long
view the weakening of the desire for liberty among the
intellectuals themselves is the most serious symptom of
all.l
This is all the more disturbing beoause they are the ones who
gain the most from a climate of freedom, to whom liberty ought
to mean the most. Orwell hits hard at their failure to preserve
l"The :prevention of Literature ," Shooting !Y1 Elephant,
and Othet ESBa~, p. Ill.
an honest, objective view of reality: "The direct, conscious
attack on intellectual decency comes from the intellectuals
1
themselves.,II
Unlike many of his contemporaries, Orwell waS never a
member of the Russophile intelligentsia. Much sooner than other
writers he saw communism for the monstrous horror it is. He 'had
no patience with its English apologists. Undoubtedly his atti-
tude was influenced by actual experiences he had~-experiences
not common to literary men. Among these was a first-hand knowl-
edge of violence and communist treachery. He had been a member
of the Imperial police in Burma and had been revolted by colo-2
nialism. He had alsO been a soldier in the p.O.U.M. in Spain
during the Oivil War. After fighting fascism on the Aragon front
with incredible hardship and being seriously wounded, he had to
flee the communists who were carrying out a private, silent
purge of IIdeviationists" behind the Loyalist lines. He made
hie escape to France only through the inefficiency of the Spanish
police. He left friends--all anti-fascists--in secret communist
3
jails where some were known to have died. ~t is understandable
why Orwell fell upon the soft intellectuals who were busy making
excuses for communist tactics. What had such men known other
than EngliSh liberty, the best public schools, Oxford or Oam-
bridge, and Bloom~bury? Since they had had no experience with
the terrors of totalitarian practices, they understood nothing.
1Ibid., p. 119.
2~ /partido Obrero de Unificacion Marxista, the Party of
Marxist Unification.
3For orwell's account of his activities during the Spanislcivil war, see Homag~ 12 Oataloni! (New York: Harcourt, Brace
and Oompany, 1952).
.i4
But what was worse, they often simply did not believe that1
outrages occurred or they tried to justify them. For Orwell
this substitution of party loyalty for truth can only destroy
the foundation of literature: 1I ••• any writer who adopts the
totalitarian outlook, who finds excuses for persecution and
the falsification of reality, thereby destroys himself as a2
writer ••••a bought mind is a spoiled mind."
one might assume from Orwell'S strong feelings on the
necessity of intellectual freedom that he would deplore a writ-
er's activities in politics. However, such is not the case. A
writer's participation in politics he finds difficult but impor-
tant. He advances this belief in a number of essays, and his
own life is surely an illustration of it. On the one hand, he
inveighS against the inhibiting effects of party allegiance; on
the other, he declares that no honest writer can keep himself
aloof from polities. No intellectual in the modern world can
simply not £are about political events: he must surely see that
1IIInside the Whale," Such, §lucUWere ~ Joys.,pp , 183-86.
However, it is not innocence alone that causes the intelligentsia
to drift into communism. The average Englishman, orwell says, is
suspicioUS and even contemptuous of anything or any person he con-
siders "brainy" or "highbrow." The unfortunate result often is
that the intellectual feels isolated in his own country and re-
'taliates by preferring the culture of another country, usually
Russia- In some circles, he adds, it is unfashionable, indeed,
unthinkable, to be pro-British. By alienating the intellectual,
the public makes a great mistake. Oommunist or not, it was the
intelligentsia that perceived the danger of the Nazi movement
years before anyone alse did. See George orwell, The English
peoEle (London: Dollins, 1947), p. 46.
2liTheprevention of Literature," Shootin5 !!!! Ele'Qhant
and other Essay!, p. 121.
15.
1
some causes are at least better than otherse "You can't,"
he writes, "ignore Hitler, Mussolini, unemployment, aeroplanes
and the radio; you can only pretend to do so, which means
2
lopping off a large chunk of your consciousness e"
Orwell poses the problem of the conscientious writer
clearly:
Of course, the invasion of literature by politics
was bound to happen. It must have happened, even if the
special problem of totalitarianism had never arisen, be-
cause we have developed a sort of compunction which our
grandparents did not have, an awareness of the enormous
injustice and misery of the world, and a guilt-stricken
feeling that one ought to be doing something about it,
which makes a purely esthetic attitude towards life im-
possible. No one, now, could devote himself to litera-
ture as single-mindedly as Joyce or Henry James. But
unfortunately, to accept political responsibility now
means yielding oneself over to orthodoxies and 'party
lines,' with all the timidity and dishonesty that that
implies. As against the'Victorian writers, we have the
disadvantage of living among clear-cut political ideologies
and of usually knowing at a glance what thoughts are
heretical. A modern literary intellectual lives and
writes in constant dread--not, indeed, of public opinion
in the wider sense, but of public opinion within his own
group.3
It is no longer possible or even desirable for the writer to
shrink from political and social reformo Numerous and massive
injustices cry for his attention. Like any other person, he has
an obligation t~ lend his talents to the amelioration of the
human lot. Howeyer, an honest, sensitive writer also sees that
attachment to any political group will be deleterious to him as
a writer. One may. support the aims of a party, but it is perilous
to write novels for it. Party orthodoxy can strangle the creative
1"Notes on Nationalism," §illU!, .§!!.£.h were 1lli!. J'ols, p , 97.
2Quoted in JDhn Atkins, George Orwell: A Literary §iudI
(London: J'ohn Oalder, 1954), p. 275.
3"Writers and Leviathan," ~, ~ ~ ~ JOls, pp.
65-66.
faculties. There are times when a party's philosophy is absurd,
times when a party tells 11es deliberately and suppresses truth
out of convenience or expedience. Orwell even goes so far as to
say that "acceptance of @..Y. political discipline seems to be
1
incompatible with literary integrity."
yet we know that Orwell threw himself wholeheartedly
into political reform and political novels. In an essay called
"Why I Write," he discusses his four reasons for writing. They
are "sheer egoism," "esthetic enthusiasm," "historical impulse,"
and "political purpose." The latter he develops at length; ob-
viously for him it is the most important reason. He admits
frankly that in his books he has attempted to influence his
readers' opinions; he has tried to give them a picture of the
kind of society he thinks they should strive for, or rather
what they should oppose. O-ontemporary events, he remarks,
made him the kind of writer he became. Unemployment, class
distinctions, fascism, and communism were the realities that
shaped: him. From 1936 onwards everything he wrote had political
purpose: it was written "directly or indirectly, against totali-
, 2
tarianism and -!2!: democratic socialism, as I understand it.tI
Unde~ other circumstances' his ~al'eermight have been different.
"In a peaceful age I might have written ornate or merely descrip-
tive books, and might have remained almost unaware of my politi-
cal loyalties. As it is I have been forced into becoming a sort
3of pamphleteer."
1Ibid., p. 70.
2
"Why I Write ." .§.!:!gh t ~ ~ ~ JOYs, p , 9.
3
~.,p.7.
L
Orwell also insists that when he sits do~m to write,
his first desire is not to create a work of art. Rather he
writes because he feels some injustice or some lie must be ex-
posed. Anima~ Farm, he observes, was his first attempt to blend
political and artistic purpose. When he lacked political pur-
pose, he adds, "•••I wrote lifeless boo~s!and was betrayed into
purple passages, sentences without meaning, decorative adjectives
1
and humbug generallY."
Despite orwell's participation in politics and his
writing of unquestionably political novels, he manages, in the
opinion of almost all his critics, to avoid the pitfalls of in-
tellectual dishonesty. No doubt this was due to his independent
thinking, hiS refusal to subordinate his o~m sense of right and
wrong to party doctrine. Throughout his life he remained a fear-
less critic of the causes he generally championed. Orwell de-
scribes the honest political writer as an "unwelcome guerrilla
2
on the flank of a regular armyo" This is an apt comment on
his own relationship to the British Labor Party. He wrote books
like Th~ Roa.d12. \,l1g~Fier. and The LioD;and the Unicorn to per-
suade his readers that socialism is the only fair and sensible
solution to the problems of modern industrial society, but what
he urged was "democratic socialism, as I understand it." The
significance of nas I understand it" should not be overlooked.
Orwell did not mind treading on the toes of his associates. ~
Road 12 WigaQ ~ie~. a curiOUS mixture of sociological reporting,
1Ibid., p , 11.
2 "Writers and Leviathan," Such, Such Were ~ J.Oys, p. 71.
autobiography, and pleading for the socialist cause, was not 1
gratefully received by doctrinaire socialists like Harold Laskio
Nor could they have been pleased by the fact that the ruling
party of Oceania prfHlchea Ingsoc. Orl'rellwas so much a thorn
in the flesh of his fellow socialists that in 1938 when he was
reviewing Homa5E2. .t.2 Oatalonia, VI. S. Pritchett ",rote:
There are many strong arguments for keeping creative
writers out of politics and Mr George Orl'lellis one of
them. If these beings toe the line they are likely to
be ruined as writers; if they preserve their independence--
and, after all, they have by nature little choice about
that--they become an annoyance to the causes they espouse.
2
orwell, unlike most of the writers of his generation, was
able to reconcile strong political preferences and partisan be-
havior with literary works of high intellectual and artistic in-
tegrity. To the dilemma of the political writer he offers this
solution: the writer has a right, indeed a duty, to engage in
politics, but not as a writer. He should do so simply as a
cit'izeni as such he is not obliged to be deceived by his party's
propaganda. As a citizen he should be ready to work for his
party: ,he has no right to shirk unpleasant jobs like lecturing,
chalking pavements, distributing leaflets, and even fighting in
civil wars. But his writing must be separated from his politi~
cal activities, and he should not be upset if he finds he cannot
accept the official ideolOgy. He should not be afraid of being
considered a heretic. In short, Orwell suggests that "we should
draw a sharper distinction than we do at present between our
political and our literary loyalties, and should recognise that
a willingness to ~ certain distasteful but necessary things does
1Tom Hopkinson, Geor@ Orwell (London: Longmans, Green
&00.,1953), pp. 23-24.
2Quoted in Atkins, p. 51.
not carry with it any obligation to swallow the beliefs that
1usually go ...11th them." He makes an astonishing observation:
"Sometimes, if a writer is honest, his writings and his politi-
cal activities may actually contradict one another.1I When this
occurs, the remedy is not "to falsify one's impulses, but to
2
remain silent."
Orwell thought he saw the future bringing the destruction
of liberty. He described the writer as "sitting on a melting ice-
berg; he is merely an anachronism, a hangover from the bourgeois
age, as surely doomed as the hippopotamus." It never occurred
to him, however, to cease fighting all kinds of authority. I
think \'1emay take his gloomy statement more as a warning than as
a prophecy.
III
ART AND PROPAGANDA
The writer living in a democratic society and enjoying
relative freedom is faced with another major problem: what does
he write about? This involves a closely related question: what
is the proper attitude toward his subject matter? orwell's an-
swer to the first of these questions is obvious enough to a
casual reader of his novels. He exemplifies his own remark:
"Of course a novelist is not obliged to write directly about
contemporary history, but a novelist who simply disregards the
major public events of the moment is generally either a foot1er
3
tilor a plain idio •
There is little doubt that Orwell's writing
l"writers and Leviathan," §!!,Qh. Such ~ ~ J.oys,pp ,
70-71.
2Ibid., po 71.-----3 ""Inside the Whale,
\
is at its best when it is most topical, most ooncerned with the
urgent issues of the day.
However, we may look to his essays for elaboration of
his ideas on oontent and point of view. He attaches great im-
portanoe to the propaganda value of literature. As we have
seen, he himself wrote in order to influence the thinking of
hie contemporaries. He sought to persuade them to adopt a
particular position or attitude on a controversial issue. He
seems to feel that all 11terature, direotly or indirectly,
oonsoiously or unconsoiously, has either this purpose or effect.
Propaganda is used synonymously with "message." "•••every writ-
er, espeoially every novelist, h2! a 'message,' whether he ad-
mits it or not, and the minutest details of his work are in-
1
fluenced by it. All art is propaganda.1I In his essay on
Miller, orwell declares that no book is ever neutral; a tendency
of some sort is always present, even if the tendency does no
2
more than mould form and imagery.
Orwell emphasizes the element of sooial critioism (or
the laok of it) in almost every work he examines. He says
Dickens and the majority of Viotorian novelists were aware of
having a message and proceeds to show it running through the
former's novels. Disoussing Yeats's literary oareer, he writes:
The relationship between Fasoism and the literary intelli-
gentsia badly needs investigating, and Yeats might well be
the starting-point ••••a writer's political' and religious
beliefs are not excresoenoes to be laughed away, but some-
thing that will leave their mark even on the smallest de-
tail of his work.3
1"Charles Dickens, II Critioal Essals, p. 45·
2 "Inside the Whale,1I .§.1!£h, Such ~ the Joys, p. 171.
3"W. B. Yeats," Critical Essals, pp. 135-36.
This remark is in keeping with an idea presented elsewhere:
fI ••• no book is genuinely free from political biasflO The opinion
that art should have nothing to do with politics is itself a
1political attitude.1I Orwell's tendency to find propaganda
lurking beneath the surface of every piece of ~~iting, no
matter how harmless it may seem, leads to some questionable
critioism. Witness his remarks on boys' weeklies:
These papers exist because of a specialised demand,
because boys at oertain ages find it necessary to read
about Martians, death-rays, grizzly bears and gangsters.
They get what they are looking for, but they get itwrapped up in the illusions which their future employers
think suitable for them ••••the worst books are often the
most important, because they are usually the ones that
are read earliest in life ••••the boys' twopenny weeklies
are of the deepest importance. Here is the stuff that
is read somewhere between the ages of twelve and eighteen
by a very large proportion, perhaps an actual majority,
of English boys, inoluding many who will never read any-
thing else except newspapers; and along with it they are
absorbing a set of beliefs which would be regarded as
hopelessly out of date in the central Office of the Con-
servative Party. All the better because it is done in-
directly, there is being pumped into them the conviction
that the major problems of our time do not exist, that
there is nothing wrong with laissez-faire oapitalism,
that foreigners are unimportant comics and that the
British Empire is a sort of charity-concern which will
last for ever. considering who owns these papers, it
is diffioult to believe that this is unintentional.2
This interpretation of inferior reading matter does not disturb
many sensitive readers, but the same critical method applied to
artistio achievements led V. S. Pritchett to make this protest:
The thing he leaves out, you will have already noticed
is the aesthetic question. A bad book means as much,
for hiS purpose as a good one. He is not interested
in what makes books good; but in the propaganda they
inculcate. He subsoribes to Trotsky's doctrine--one
that seems to me, I must confess, ultimately meaningless;
that all art is propaganda. I am sure that Orwell knows
1tlWhy I Write, II Such, Such·~ ~ Joys., p , 7.
2 "BOYS 1 Weeklies,1I critical Essays, p. 88.
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what an irrelevance this doctrine is; he would urge
that in revolutionary times like ours, the aesthetic
question, what makes a good book and how we recognise
it, is irrelevant. The value of his point of view is
that it traces literature back to its sources in life:
the weakness is that literature has equally important
sources in literature, in the history and nature of the
imagination.l
There is no doubt that Pritchett1s remarks are perceptive.
Orwell is primarily interested in a bookls "propaganda"; he is
usually occupied with second-rate literature or what is scarcely
literature at all. Among his most striking essays are those dealing
with boys I newspapers, comic postcards, "good badll novels, music
hall songs, and English murder mysteries. Orwell is concerned
with such worltsbecause they reveal to him what the majority of
the race really thinks and really values.
Although these essays are witty examinations of the vul-
gar, Orwellls attitude is generally serious. Nowhere is his use
of this material better illustrated than in "Decline of the Eng-
lish Murder" and "Raffles and.Miss Blandish," two essays dis-
cussing popular taste in crime fiction. Here he finds brutality
and conscious sadism replacing the more genteel and well motivated
nineteenth century tale of crime. He attributes this coarsening
to the political events of our time: wars, the existence of con-
2
centration camps, and the \'Torshipof power.
Even when Orwell turcns to more ambitious writing, he is
attracted by the s1gn1f1cance of infer10r work--K1pling, H. G.
Wells, P. G. Wodehouse, and Henry Miller. The fact that these
authors are not important artistically does not mean that they
1v. S. Pritchett, IIGeorgeOrwell," Living Wr1ters: Be1ng
critical Studies Broadcast in ~ B.B.C. Third Programm~, ed. by
G1lbert Phelps (cno date or place of publication~), pp. 113-14.
2"Dec11ne of the English Murder," Shooting ~ Elephant
and Other Essays, p. 160; "Raffles and Miss Blandish," Critical
ESSays, pp. 170-78.
are not worth disoussingo Kipling, for instanoe, "deals in
1
thoughts whioh are both vulgar and permanent.1I Orwell sees
very olearly that an inartistio and inept novel may have greater
influenoe in the world than a literary masterpiece. An obvious
example is Unole Tom's Ca.bin. He says of it: liltis an unin-
tentionally ludiorous book, full of preposterous melodramatic
incidents; it is also deeply moving and essentially true; it is
2
hard to say which quality outweighs the other." One suspects
that Orwell saw in much inferior writing an earnestness, simpli-
city, closeness to reality absent in the work of more intelligent
authors. Cleverness and erudition are no substitute for creative
power. Thus he observes: "Enough talent to set up dozens of
ordinary writers has been poured into Wyndham Lewis's so-called
novels ••••yet it would be a very heavY labor to read one of these
books right through. Some indefinable quality, a sort of literary
3
vitamin •••is absent from them. II
In one respect, however, Pritchett's objection to Orwell's
critical practice is unfair. Whatever his primary interest, Or-
well is not blind to the aesthetic qualities of literature. It
is true that he said ItAl1art is propaganda.1t But he hastened
4
to add: "•••not all propaganda is art." Obviously Orwell is
1"Rudyard Kipling," Critical Essays, p. 124.
2"Good Bad Books," Shooting !Y!. Elephant !ID9: Other Essals,
3Ibid., p. 185. In the light of this remark, it is in-
structive=ro-compare the novels of Orwell himself with those ofArthur Koestler. Both men are concerned with politics; both are
disaffected radioals. Koestler is no doubt the more sophisticated,
the more artistiC and consciously philos~phiC of the two. But Or-
well's novels have the "literary vitamin and consequently the
greater impaot on the general reading publio.
4"Charles Dickens," Critioa:I;Essays, p. 45.
using "propaganda" in a broad sense.. He does not limit it to
crude, s1mple-m1nded attempts in some literary form or other
to influence opin10n. All art is "propaganda" 1n so far as
it rests on some basic view of or attitude toward life. A
writer communicates, whether he knows 1t or not, h1s funda-
l
mental beliefs, h1s values.
The fact that a writer's view of life is present in
h1s works, directly or 1mp11c1tly, raises another questfon: to
what extent should it influence the evaluation of these works?
Orwell's answer is remarkably tolerant--especially when one con-
siders how partisan and belligerent he can be. He does not in-
s1st that the success of a work depends on whether its ideas or
view of life 1s acceptable to the reader. The writer 1s not
obliged to adhere to a particular dootr1ne. In judging a.
literary work, all that Orwell asks of a writer is that he be
2
sane (literally) and believe what he wr1tes.
Orwell is amused at the idea, widely held, that in or-
der to be "good," a book must be positive, serious, progress1ve.
He descr1bes the varying notions of what makes a book "good."
Technique was all-important in the 1920's. However, in the
1930's, in order to be "good," a book had to express what was
1That Orwell is here not thinking of propaganda in its
narrow sense is obvious from a reference in another context: "If
you compare commercial advertising with political propaganda, one
thing that strikes you is its relative intellectual honesty. The
advertiser at least knows what he is aiming at--that is, money--
whereas the propagandist, when he is not a lifeless hack, is often
a neurotic working off some private grudge and actually desirous
of the exact opposite of the thing he advocates." George Orwell,
"Gandhi in Mayfair," Horizon, VIII (September, 1943), p , 210.
2 "Politics vs. Literature: an Examination of 'Gulliver's
Travels,'" Shooting!!!! Elephant ~ Other Essays, p. 76.
regarded as Itatrue vision of life." Naturally this test was
advocated by those who believed they were in possession of the
1truth themselves. Orwell denies that a particular creed or
set_of ideas is indispensabl~ to literary merit. All through
hf st.or-y , he argues, there has been a struggle between reaction
and progress, and the best books of any age have been written
from several points of vieli. "In so far as a l'lriter is a
propagandist, the most one can ask of him is that he shall
genuinely believe in what he is saying, and that it shall not
2
be something blazingly silly." Thus Orwell feels that good
books could be written by Catnolics, communists, fascists,
pacifists, and anarchists, Liberals and Conservatives (groups
3whose views he did not share), but not by spiritualists,
Buchmanites, or members of the Ku Klux Klan. "The views that
4:
in the medical sense, and with the power of continuous thought •••• " ·
a writer holds," he concludes, "must be compatible with sanity,
In his essays on Swift and Miller, Orwell discusses
his second requirement, that an author sincerely believe what
he writes. Indeed he suspects that conviction and talent are
the same thing. "The durability of Gulliver's TravelS goes to
show that, if the force of beli~f is behind it, a world-view
1"Inside the Whale," Such, Such Were the JOY;s,p. 192.
2 - -----
"Politics vs. Literature: an Examination of 'Gulliver's
Travels, '" Shooting !!:!! El'ephant and Other Essays, p'. 76.
3Similarly, he praises Kipling's power as a poet, even
though he "identified himself with the ruling power and not ,\"lith
the opposition. In a ~ifted writer this seems to us strange and
even disgusting ••••" 'Rudyard Kipling," Critical Essay;s, p. 127.
4"Politics vs. Literature: an Examination of 'Gulliver's
Travels, '" Shooting ~ Elephant and Other Essays, p. 76.
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which only just passes the test of sanity is sufficient to pro-
1
duce a great work of art.1I orwell reminds his readers also
that much of the literature of the past is grounded in beliefs
modern man may find false or foolish; yet it survives, and sur-
vival is a test of merit. He pushes his point even further
when he observes that there are Writers of ackno",ledged great-
ness whose world-views would be considered nearly insane in
any age. poe is cited as an example. His outlook "is at best
a wild romanticism and at worst is not far from being insane
2
in the literal clinical sense .." orwell's remarks on sincerity
are summarized in these ",ords:
I~ seems therefore that for a creative writer possession
of the Itruth , is less.important than emotional sincer-
ity ••••But talent, apparently, is a matter of being able
to ~, of really believing in your beliefs, whether
they are true or false ••••And with this there goes another
consideration which is perhaps less obvious: that there
are occasions when an Iuntrue I belief is more likely to
be sincerely held than a 'true' one.3
Orwell has no desire to impose ideological shackles on
the creative artist. Nothing could be more detrimental to art--
or to life itself. The love of beauty, delight in the world of
nature, the ordinary honest emotions and intuitions of man: these
should not be denied expression. They help make life more toler-
able. To suppress them for some kind of political objective is
to suppress that for which political objectives exist. Orwell
admits that he has "witten outright political propaganda, but
at the ~ame time his work contains much that a professional
1Ibid., p , 76.
2 "Inside the Whale," ~, Such ~ the J.oys,p. 193.
3!lli., p. 194.
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politician would find unnecessary or even distracting. How-
ever, he offers no apology for his defection. He respects the
beauty, warmth, spontaneity and variety of life--something which
no political system can ignore or explain away.
I am not able, and I do not want, completely to abandon
the world-view that L acquired in childhood. So long as
I remain alive and well I shall continue to feel strongly
about prose style, to love the surface of the earth, and
to take a pleasure in solid objects and scraps of useless
information. It is no use trying to suppress that side
of myself.l
The same sentiment appears in a little known essay called
"Some Thoughts on the Common Toad." Here Orwell rejects the idea
that man is merely a political and economic animal who finds com-
plete fulfillment in serving a political cause and advancing the
new industrial age--one of machinery, steel, and concrete. He
is disturbed by this view, especially when he reflects on the
coming of spring to London. He puts the problem forcefully:
°IB it wicked to take a pleasure in spring, and
other seasonal changes? To put it more precisely, is
it politically reprehensible, while we are all groaning,
under the shackles of the capitalist system, to point
out that life is frequently more worth living because
of a blackbird's song, a yellow elm tree in October, or
some other natural phenomenon which does not cost money
and does not have what the editors of the Left-wing news-
papers call a class angle?2
He is aware that many of his associates consider a love of nature
silly, reactionary, and worst of all, bourgeois. However, Orwell
declares that "if we kill all pleasure in the actual process of
life," we are confronted with a "labor-saving Utopia" as bleak
as the present. His conclusion is one of the most moving passages
1"Why ILWrite," Such, ~ Were the JOYs, p. 9.
2"Some Thoughts on the Common Toad," Shooting ~ Elephant
and Other Essays, pp. 163-64.
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he ever wrote--one of his finest tributes to humanity:
I think that by retaining one's childhood love of
such things as trees, fishes, butterflies and--to
return to my first instance--toads, one makes a peace-
ful and decent future a little more probable, and that
by preaching the doctrine that nothing is to be ad-
mired except steel and concrete, one merely makes it
a little surer that human beings will have no outlet
for thei1 surplus energy except in hatred and leader-worship.
In Nineteen Eishty-Four, of course, Orwell creates a
world in which only hatred and leader-worship are permitted.
No gentle or loving human tendencies are tolerated. Indeed
the political system attempts with great success to suppress
or to pervert what a civilized society values highly: domestic
loyalties and affection. The state of 1984 cannot yet do with-
out the family unit; no other means of human reproduction has
been found. But while it tolerates marriage, the state has
corrupted it. Affection between husband and wife is discouraged.
The state even refuses to permit marriage if a couple appears
to be in love. Love is to be reserved for Big Brother alone;
there can be no divided loyalties.
Women in particular are taught from childhood that the
sexual act, while necessary to the state, is disgusting. Many·
of them belong to the Anti-Sex League, which furthers the Party's
aims. At one time in his life, Winston is married to a Party
member named Katharine. From the point of view of the state,
it is an ideal union--entire1y loveless. Katharine's mind is
devoid of thought other than the propaganda supplied by the
Party. ,.,instondescribes her as lithehuman sound track II and
2IIgoodthinkful." His most painful memory of Katharine is her
1Ibid., p , 165.
2-
George Orwell, Nineteen Eighty-Four (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and Oompany, 1949), p. 67, p. 133.
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joyless submission to him in an effort to do her duty to the
state--to conceive a child. When no child is born of their
union, they separate. Such separations are rather encouraged
by the state.
What the state is at great pains to destroy in Winston
is his loyalty to Julia, whom he really loves. He resists a
number of tortures before he finally betrays her in Room 101.
Only when he is half-dead and faced with an unspeakable death
(attack by rata) does he denounce her. He begs that the pun-
ishment intended for him be inflicted upon Julia instead. His
love of Julia and his personal loyalty to her are precisely
what the state must eradicate in him. Vfuenhe rejects her, his
"rehabilitation" by O'Brien is virtually complete.
The kind of children the state creates is illustrated
by the son and daughter of Parsons, Winston's neighbor. The
boy is only nine and his sister younger, but they have already
become savages working for the state; playing war games, glee-
fully '\'litnessinghangings, and spying on adults for possible
defection. Their mother is terrified by them. The final horror
in the behavior of the children is that the daughter denounces
her own father to the Thought Police. She claims to have heard
him cry out in his sleep, "Down with Big Brother." Not even
Parsons' long record as a faithful and energetic worker for the
Party can save him from his own child's accusation. He is
arrested and sent to the Ministry of Love (i.~. prison) where
he meets Winston. But Parsonsl mind is so warped that he is
proud of the child's action and even grateful to her for dis-
covering his unsuspected deviation. He tells v{inston, liLt
_,u
1
shows I brought her up in the right spirit, anyway."
Winston reflects that Oceania was not always this wayo
He remembers his mother Is death. It was IItragicIIand "sorror-
fuloll However, in 1984 tragedy is no longer possible: it be-
longs "to the ancient time, to a time when there were still
privacy, love, and friendship, and when the members of a family
stood by one another without needing to know the reason." In
its place are "fear, hatred, and pain, but no dignity of emotion,
2
no deep or complex sorrows." Winston Is mother and her genera-
tion were capable of nobility and purity.because they obeyed
private standards.
Her feelings were her own, and could not be altered
from outside. It would not have occurred to her that
an action which is ineffectual thereby becomes meaning-
less. If you loved someone, you loved him, and when
you had nothing else to give, you still gave him love ••••
The terrible thing that the Party had done was to per-
suade you that mere impulses, mere feelings, were of
no account, while at the same time robbing you of all
power over the material world.3
The only people in Oceania to escape the Party's hos-
tility to domestic love and personal loyalty are the proletarians.
They are considered too brainless to be harmful and are usually
ignored by the Thought Folice. The life of a "prole" is unending
toil, made tolerable by cheap beer and tawdry amusements, but
he is allowed to live an emotional life much fuller than any
Party member's--he may love his family. In the proletarian1s
unthinking life of the senses, in his uncorrupted feelings,
Winston (and Orwell) sees the only hope of the future. From
the window of the room rented from Mr. Charrington, just before
1
~., p , 237.
3Ibid., p. 165.
2
Ibid., p , 31.
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Julia and he are apprehended by the Thought Police, Winston
observes a work-worn "prole" woman singing as she hangs out an
enormous laundry on the clothesline.
The birds sang, the proles sang, the Party did
not sing. All round the world, 1n London and New York,
1n Africa and Brazil and in the mysterious, forbidden
lands.beyond the frontiers, in the streets of Paris
and Berlin, in the villages of the endless Russ1an
plain, in the bazaars of China and Japan--everywhere
stood the same so11d unconquerable figure, made mon-
strous by work and childbearing, to1ling from birth
to death and still singing. Out of those mighty loins
a race of conscious beings must pne day come s Y,bU were
the dead; the1rs was the future.~
This scene reminds us of one earlier in the novel which
emphasizes the contrast between the impulsive natural world and
the-sterile political world and 11nks Nineteen Eighty-Four to
the sentiments expressed in "Some .Thoughts on the Common Toad. II
At the edge of a wood Winston and Julia 11sten to a thrush
sing1ng. They are fascinated with the bird's song. At first
Winston is lost in delight watching and listening to the bird.
"For whom, for what, was that bird singing? No mate, no rival
was watching it. What made it sit at the edge of the lonely
wood and pour 1ts music into nothingness?" Then Winston wonders
whether there 1s a concealed microphone nearby and "some small,
beetlelike man" at the other end of it, sitting listening in-
2
tently to the bird. What could the Thought Police of 1984
have made of the song of a thrush on a,summer afternoon? There
can be no doubt that to the Party Winston's enjoyment of the
scene was a politically reprehensible act.
However involved in political propaganda Orwell got, he
never lost sight of the basic reasons for living--reasons to which
literature gives expressiono
1
~., p , 222.
2
J,lli., p. 125.
IV
THE DETERIORATION OF LANGUAGE
In an introduction to a collection of English politi-
cal pamphlets, Orwell says, "•••no ~ who feels deeRIx about
literature, Q£ ~ prefers ~ood English to bad, £§g accept ~
I --
disciuline .2f. ~ :Q2litical party." We have already examined
Orwell's ideas about the effect of party regularity on a writer's
thought or artistic powers. Of equal concern to him is the re-
lationship between politics and language. Language is a problem
for all writers, and Orwell is concerned with what makes writing
good or bad aside from politics; but his particular interest in
the interaction of politics and language seems original with
him. For him politics and language are inseparable. A corrupted
language helps make a bad political situation p09sib~e, and a
bad political system always produces a debased language.
In an obscure little book called ~ English People, Or-
well has a chapter on language in which he discusses in general
terms the characteristics of English and the difficulty of writing
it well. What looks like a simple and non-political consideration
of good and bad writing has a surprising but very Orvlellian con-
clusion: standard English is dismal and bloodless because the
class system makes it so. His remarks are perceptive and offer
good advice, whether one accepts his conclusion or not.
The English language, according to Orwell, is an easy
language to learn and to use, but it is also an easy one to use
badly. The writer has no dependable rules to follow. Correctness
1
George Orwell, Introduction to British Pamphleteers,
ed. by George Orwell and Reginald Reynolds (London: Allan
Wingate, 1948), I, 16.
/.
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is not synonymous with good writing. In each sentence he writes,
he finds himself struggling against vagueness, obscurity, dec-
orative language, foreign expressions, and dead metaphors and
similes. A careful writer' has also to avoid jargons of business
and professional men. The worst enemy of good English is what
Orwell calls "standard Eng1ish.1I
This dreary dialect, the language of leading articles,
vfuite Papers, political speeches, and B.B.e'. news
bulletins, is undoubtedly spreading: it is spreading
dO\,ID\'lardsin the social scale, and outwards into the
spoken language. Its characteristic is its reliance
on ready-made phrases--in due course, take the earliest
opportunity, ~ appreCiatIOn, deepest:regret, explore
every avenue, ring the changes, take ~ the cudgels,
legitimate assumption, the answer is in the affirma-
~, etc. etc.--which may once have been fresh and
vivid, but have now become mere thought-saving devices,
having the samo relation to living English as a crutch
has to a 1eg.l
Orwell contends that the language used by educated people
has no vigor because they have no contact with manual workers.
The class system prevents their ever meeting. Fresh, new meta-
phors, he feels, occur most frequently to people whose work
brings them close to physical reality. They can supply concrete,
forceful images to educated English. Rut usually an educated
person snobbishly despises the language of the working class
and avoids it with care. Language, Orwell declares, "ought to
be the joint creation of poets and manual workers ••••" When
and if the ti'lOcan meet, he believes "English may show more
clearly than at present its kinship with the language of Shakes-
2
peare and Defoe."
Orwell finds one source of the lifelessness of contemporary
1The English People, p. 34.
2-
ill!!., p , 39 •
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English in the class system. BU.the is chiefly concerned ",ith
another: the conscious perversion of language for political
purposes. His ideal is the "scrupulous writer."
A scrupulous writer, in every sentence that he l'lrites
will ask himself at least four questions, thus: What
am ILtrying to say? What words will express it? What
image or idiom "'illmake it clearer? Is this image
fresh enough to have an effect? And he \"illprobably
ask himself two more: Gould I put it more s~ortlY?
Have I said anything that is avoidably ugly?
But in the present day the writer does not have to be
"scrupulous." ,/He may simply open his mind and allo",the cliches
to come flooding in--this is much the easier way to write. Or-
well describes the characteristics of this ready-made prose
style: "verbal false limbs," in other words, the elimination
of simple verbs and the substitution of phrases; "pretentious
diction,1I intended to dignify or give elegance to statements of
doubtful truth; and finally "meaningless words," particularly
common in the language of literary and art criticism and poli-
tics.
•••modern writing at its worst does not consist in
picking out words for the sake of their meaning and
inventing images in order to make the meaning clearer.
It consists in gumming together long strips of words
which have already been set in order by someone else,
and making the results presentable by sheer humbug.
The attraction of this way of writing is that it is
easy.2
However, Orwell attacks this prose style not merely be-
cause of the aesthetic revulsion it inspires. It also has
dangerous political consequences.
and-
1"Politics and the
Other Essays, p. 86.
2
.!!2!9:.., p , 85.
English Language," Shooting ~ Elephant
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When one watches some tired hack on the platform
mechanically repeating the familiar phrasea--bestial
atrocities, ~ ~,bloodstained tyranny, ~
peoples of the world, stand shoulder to shoulder--
one often has a curious feeling that one is not
watch1ng a live human being but some kind. of dummy ••••
A speaker who uses that kind of phraseology has gone
some distance towards turning himself into a machine.
The appropriate noises are coming out of his larynx,
but his brain is not involved as it would be if he
",ere choosing h1s words for himself ••••And this re-
duced state of consciousness, if not indispensabli'
is at any rate favorable to political conformity.
If ready-made phrases and vocabulary can construct a writer's
sentences for him they can also to some extent do his thinking
too. Alao a ready-made language "will perform the important
service of partially concealing your meaning even from your-
2
self. tI
In our time, political speech and writing are
largely the defence of the indefensible ••••Thus poli-
tical language has to consist largely of euphemism,
question-begging and sheer cloudy vagueness. Defence-
less villages are bombarded from the air, the inhabit-
ants driven out into the countryside, the cattle rnachine-
gunned, the huts set on fire with incendiary bullets:
this is called pacification. Millions of peasants are
robbed of their farms and sent trudging along the roads
with no more than they can carry: this is called trans...
~ of population or rectification of frontierso3
Language like this is employed only to hide one's true meaning
from readers or from oneself. One's true meaning is too dread-
ful to describe simply. Instead, "A mass of Latin words falls
upon the facts like soft snow, blurring the outlines and cover-
4
ing up all the details."
Orwell is convinced of the reciprocal effects of
politics and language. For not only do political practices
tend to corrupt language. The decay of language is also
I 2
I!:2!.9:.0 , p. 87. Ibid. , p. 87.
3 4-Ibid. , p. 88. ~., p. 88.-
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responsible for lithepresent political chaos." One of hie
more novel ideas is that an improvement in language would also
improve the political situation. If one uses simple English
and not prefabricat~d language, he cannot make gross errors.
IIIryou simplify your English, you are freed from the worst
follies of orthodoxy. You cannot speak any of t.henecessary
dialects, and when you make a stupid remark its stupidity will
I
be obvious, even to yourself."
Orwell's remarks on the relationship between language
and politics are powerfully illustrated in Nineteen Eighty-Four.
In this nightmarish world, the debasement of language is almost
complete. For example, a character in the novel, Byrne,is
working on the eleventh edition of a dictionary of the contem-
porary language, Newspeak. He tells Winston, "The Revolution
2
will be complete when the language is perfect." Newspeak 1s
an instrument of the state; its purpose is not so much communi-
cation, but the destruction of thought. Pol~tical heresy (io~.
heresy to Big Brother) will become impossible, for all concepts
dangerous to the state, like liberty, democracy, and love, will
have no words to describe them. New words are invented, usually
ugly ones, but the Party's purpose is best achieved by reducing
3the vocabulary and thus diminishing the range of thought.
The appendix to Nineteen Eighty-Four called liThePrin-
ciples of Newspeakll is for many readers the most remarkable
feature of the novel. In it Orwell carries the corruption of
-----,=------_._._-_._----------------------
1Ibid., p. 92.
2-
Nineteen Eighty-Four, p. 53.
3~., pp. 303-04,311.
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language to its conclusion. An authoritarian government has
created its own language.
Orwell must have enjoyed, in his gloomy way, creating
this language and discussing its ugliness in detail. There are
three vocabularies: A, B, and C. The A vocabulary contains
the terms used for ordinary living and 1s unsuited for expressing
political ideas. The B vocabulary is designed for po11tica1
purpose--not, of course, for the free discussion of an idea or
an event. It consists of terms "wht.ohnot only had in every
case a political implication, but were intended to impose a
desirable mental attitude upon the person using them." This
vocabulary is "a sort of verbal shorthand, often packing whole
1
ranges of ideas into a few sy11ab1es ••••1! The 0 vocabulary
is made up of scientific and technical terms of little importance
to the ordinary person of 1984. Orwell points out that even
the scientific terms convey only one notion of science: science
in agreement with the ideological principles of Ingsoc.
other features of the language are its extremely simple
grammar, its obliteration of terms heretical to Ingsoc, its
large number of euphemisms, and its general ugliness. Nearly
all verbs are inflected regularly, a noun may be used as a verb
and a verb as a noun, compound words are common, and prefixes
and suffixes are widely employed. Many 01dspeak (English be-
fore the Revolution) words are discarded or suppressed as re-
dundant. For example, the word "warmllis unnecessary because
tlunco1dllmeans the same thing. Orwell cites as a euphemism
"joycamp," which really means a slave labor camp. The Ministry
1
~., p .. 306.
I~ /
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of Peace is really the war department, and the dreaded Ministry
of Love is Oceania's Gestapo. For ugliness the official language
is surely unsurpassed. Witness the sentence tlOldthinkers 1m.=.
bellyfeel. Ingsoc." Orwell translates this as IIThosewhose ideas
were formed before the Revolution cannot have a full emotional
1
understanding of the principles of English Socialism.1I Some
of the revolting terms Orwell imagined are justly famous,
"prolefeed," "crimethink," "doublethink,tI and IImemoryhole"
being among the most significant.
According to Syme, who fanatically enjoyed talking to
Winston about his work on the dictionary, the aim of Newspeak
is "unconsciousness." "The whole climate of thought will be
different. In fact there will be no thought, as we understand
it now. Orthodoxy means not thinking--not needing to thinko
~
Orthodoxy is unconsciousness." Syme, alas, was orthodox but
not unconscious enough: he was liquidated by the state and be-
came an "unperson."
For Orwell the task of the writer is to resist orthodoxy.
This task begins at home--in the writer's adoption of a clear,
direct, unaffected, and sincere prose style.
V
THE WRITER AND FOVERTY
mising writer has to face
1~., p. 307.
2
Ibid. , p. 54.-
Perhaps the most pressing problem a serious, uncompro-
is making his living by what he writes.
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Poverty was a real experience in or\,Tell'slife. He learned
that it did not inspire creative activity; more likely it
destroyed a ~~iter's soul. His own poverty apparently so
fascinated and appalled him that he had to write three books
directly or indirectly about it: the autobiographical Do\'m
~ M.. in Paris ~ London, KeeR the ASRidistr_§ FIling, and
~ B2.illi to \Vigan~.
Keep 1h£ Aspidistra. Flying, a novel, deals directly
with the problems of an author who is trying to write and at
the same time to make enough money to stay alive. At times
the book looks suspiciously autobiographical. The scene is
London in the mid 1930's; the chief character is a young poet,
Gordon Comstock. Gordon has intentionally taken a badly pay-
ing but undemanding job as a bookseller's assistant. With his
unimportant job, he hopes he can release his mind for creative
activity. But he discovers that he cannot \'~itebecause he
earns almost no money. On a diet of bread, margarine, tea,
and bacon his brain refuses to work. His poverty condemns
him to living in a cold, ugly room; he has no money for social
activities and consequently has almost no friends. Poverty
causes him malnutrition, discomfort, and loneliness. In this
condition he cannot summon inspiration to write. He becomes
sour and self-pitying. The book opens with a description of
Gordon tending to customers and indulging in an angry and
despairing private monologue.
Dull-eyed, he gazed at the wall of books. He
hated the whole lot of them, old and new, highbro\'1
and lowbrow, snooty and chirpy. The mere sight of
them brought home to him his own sterility. For
here was he, supposedly a 'writer,' ~~d he couldn't
40
even 'write'! Lt wasn't merely a question of not
getting published; it was that he produced nothing,
or next to nothing.l
G.ordon is almost thirty; for two years he has been
struggling to finish a long poem. Each night he goes to his
room to "lork on it, only to find that he has no ideas. IIMental
deadness,. spiritual squalor--they seem to descend upon you in-
2
escapably when your income drops below a certain point." ]n
moments of honesty with himself, Gordon realizes that the poem
will never be finished. Of all humanity, Orwell reflects, only
the artist declares that he cannot work; but it is true. No
good book is written when the author is beset with squalid
worries about overdue rent, an angry landlady, lack of food,
3and lack of friendship. Lt is a bitter lesson that Gordon
4
learns: "The first effect of poverty is that it kills thought."
And indeed his poem is never completed. Gordon takes a better
paying job at an advertising agency and chucks his manuscript
down a sewage drain. Thus his literary career comes to an end.
In The Road to Wigan Pier, published during the 1930 ,.S,
Orwell touches upon the writer and poverty in a discussion of
unemployment in Great Britain. He restates the contention of
Keep the Aspidistra Flying: a writer of literary ability can
seldom overcome the dispiriting atmosphere of poverty. A writer
must have some degree of comfort, privacy, and peace of mind.
:poverty provides none of themo "Y6U can't settle to anything,
Seeker
1George Orwell, Keep the
& Warburg, 1954), p. 14.
2
Ibid., p. 73.
4
~., p , 63.
Aspidistra Flying (London:
3Ibid., p. 41.
you can't command the spirit of hORe in which anything has
got to be created, with that dull evil cloud of unemployment
1
hanging over you."
Perhaps Orwell's most interesting remarks on the writ-
er's standard,of living are to be found in his reply to a
questionnaire sent to a number of English authors by the maga-
2
zine Horizon. In one of his answers, Orwell describes what
a writer needs for a reasonably comfortable life: a warm room
to work in, freedom from interruption, money for books and
periodicals, money for some secretarial help, and enough money
for good food and drink and entertainment of friends. He
should live in ~treasonable comfort, free from duns and the
necessity to do hack-work, without having the feeling that he
has definitely moved into the privileged class." In answer
to another question, Orwell thinks it is impossible for a
3serious writer to earn il,OOO a year.
Inevitably Orwell considers the possibili~y of state
support for writers. He is apprehensive about the results:
"There are invariably strings tied to any kind of organized
4patronage. II Equally dangerous to the ,\,lriter is employment by
official bodies. To be sure, they help him to stay alive, but
5
they "also waste his time and dictate his opinions." Writing
1George Orwell, The Road to Wigan ~ (London: Victor
Gollancz Ltd., 1937), p.-s2.
2 "Questionnaire: The Cost of Letters," Horizon, XIV
(September, 1946), 140-75. The questionnaire and the answers
are reprinted in Cyril Connolly's Ideas and Places (New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1953). Orwell's remarks cover pp. 101-104.
3 4Ideas ~ Places, p. 102. Ibid., p. 103.
5"The Prevention of Literature," Shooting .!i1!!. Elephant
and Other EssaIs, p. 105. See also "Poetry and the Microphone,"
Such, Such Were the Joys, po 117.
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about the economic condition of the writer under Britain's
Labor government, he observes: "The right to starve, so
important to those who genuinely care about literature or
the arts, seems to be almost as well guaranteed as it was
1
under pure capitalism." Such is the fate of the serious,
independent writer.
VI
CONCLUSION
Orwell's interest in literature is plainly political,
but political in the widest and best sense. Each of his novels,
from Burmese Days to Nineteen Eighty-Four, carries with varying
intensity criticism of the ~xisting social structure. Many of
his essays on literary men like Dickens, Swift, and Yeats ulti-
mately arrive at a political judgment of their works. However,
for Orwell an author's "politics" may mean no more than an
author's vague notions of what is right or wrong in human be-
havior or in the social order.
I.twould be wrong to suppose that for each of the prob-
lems discussed in this paper Or\'ielloffers a clear-cut poli ti-
cal solution. In general he advocates socialistic reforms,
but he is under no illusion that they would automatically
eliminate the evils that plague writers or indeed all of man-
kind. Indeed, in a few instances, like the conflict between
freedom and authority, and the deterioration of the language,
1George Orwell, "Britain's Struggle for Survival: The
Labor Government After Three Years," Commentary, VI (October,
1948), 349.
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socialism might even worsen the condition of the artist. Or-
well presents a dark picture of the present, and an even gloomier
one of the future. However, it is to his credit that he does
not turn his back on the central, urgent problems of the man
of letters in our times. In addition, he sees and analyzes
them with unusual clarity and forthrightness. That he should
recognize these problems and confront them is a step in the
right direction. On the boldness and frankness of his dis-
cussions--not on any suggested program for improvements--his
literary reputation is likely to rest.
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